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I. Introduction 

Chest radiographs can help the detection of lung cancers, TB and other lung diseases. The early 

detection of cancers is very important as it significantly increases the chance to cure the disease. 

Global screening is a relatively cheap way to detect breast cancers and TB. Such screening 

programs generate a vast amount of pictures to be analyzed by experts. This is where computer-aided 

detection (CAD) can help the work of radiologists. 

 CAD systems are not reliable enough to do the work alone at the moment. The current goal is 

only to create a system that can help the detection and increase the accuracy of examination by 

searching suspicious areas (region of interest, ROI) or by enhancing the visibility of the picture at the 

darker regions. The first step in such an evaluation would be the delineation of the organs’ 

boundaries. Searching the contour of the lung, the heart, the clavicles and the ribs determine the area 

of processing and the raw data for image enhancing. The lung contour has diagnostic value without 

further processing too as it can show cardiomegaly and pneumothorax.  

II. Contour Detection 

Several methods have been developed to search the contour of the lungs. The problem is difficult for 

computers as the pictures are sometimes noisy and different parts of the body overlap on the x-ray 

images. Edges of the ribs and the clavicles and the boundaries of the breasts make the contours less 

clear and add further edges making proper contour detection more difficult. 

Some algorithms try to get the lung area by classifying each pixel. Information of the surrounding 

texture, the position of the pixel and the classification of neighbouring pixels can be used. These 

methods usually use neural networks, support vector machines or kNN-classifiers. After getting a 

rough result from these algorithms further processing is usually needed to get lung-like results by 

making the area connected and avoiding holes. 

Another group of algorithms concentrate on the contour only. These are usually snake-like 

methods [4]. Active Shape Model [5] seems the most successful approach for lung contour detection 

in this algorithm family. It starts from an average contour and moves contourpoints to fit the actual 

shape in each iteration. If the initial contour is too far from the real contour then the algorithm will 

fail to converge to the correct solution. To solve this problem the training contours are normalized 

with Procrustes-analysis [7] and some preprocessing is used to determine the position and orientation 

of lung. After that the ASM has to run only in the selected region. 

Some authors [1] state that ASM gives better results without using Procrustes-methods. This can 

be true for databases where the position, size and orientation of the lungs show little variance. 

Unfortunately this is not always the case in general practice. Figure 1. shows a few example images 

where we can see that the lungs are sometimes very different in size and position. Sometimes a small 

part of the lung is not even on the image. 

In these difficult cases algorithms that start from an average contour give false results often. That’s 

why some preprocessing is needed to determine a better initial position. 
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Figure 1.a 

 

Figure 1.b 

 

Figure 1.c 

 

Figure 1.d 

Figure 1: Lungs with different sizes, shapes, positions and angles on x-ray images 

III. Boundary Box Detection 

As the detection of the lungs’ boundary box helps the contour detection algorithms, it is useful to 

create a method that can approximately predict the position of the boundary box. Several algorithms 

are known that can recognize objects with high shape and texture variety. We used a method very 

similar to [2]. 

A Training 

To train the algorithm we need images where we already know the boundary box of the lungs’. We 

don’t need the exact lung contours as our goal will be only to find a good starting position for the 

more sophisticated algorithms. We divide the region in the boundary box (or a slightly increased 

region to avoid false positive answers inside the good area) into Tw horizontal and Th vertical parts 

to get Tw*Th tiles. On Figure 2 we can see an example division. From each tile we extract F texture 

features. 

We collect all these features and create one descriptor vector that describes the region of the 

boundary box. It will have Tw*Th*F dimensions. This way we can get one positive example per 

image. Creating negative examples is much easier. We can sample the images at other positions and 

we can use different boundary box sizes, so we will have plenty of negative vectors per image. 

We train a two-class SVM classifier [6] to separate the positive and negative vectors. We can 

balance the number of positive and negative vectors by using the positive ones multiple times in the 

training set. 
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Figure 2: An example of division of the lungs’ boundary box into 5*5 tiles 

 

B Detection 

During the detection we use the trained SVM classifier. We use a sliding-window technique. We 

slide a window with the average boundary box size over the image, calculate the feature vector at 

each position and evaluate the vector with the SVM classifier. We repeat it with different box sizes 

(both width and height) and choose the best fit.  

C Possible Features  

We should choose features that can represent the structure of the lung and have different values 

inside the lung and in other tissues outside the lung area. 

One possible choice for the features comes from edge detection. We can apply an edge detector 

with a threshold (for example Canny) at various scales to the normalized image. We use the number 

of connected edges or the sum of edge lengths at each scale as a feature. It is useful because the lung 

area is brighter than the surrounding body parts, inside the lung many small structures can be seen 

(bronchial tree, veins, ribs) while outside the lung small structures are less visible. An edge detector 

for the size of these structures will give more results inside the lung than outside and thus gives a 

chance to separate these regions. At larger scales the strong edge of the lung contour indicates the 

boundary of the region of interest.  

We can normalize the edge lengths by the area or by the side length of the examined tile. The first 

is more useful at smaller scales where we would like to measure the general small structure density. 

The latter works better at higher scales where the strong edge of the dark and bright region boundary 

is detected. 

IV. Integral Histogram Speed-up 

At the detection phase we have to calculate the edges at different scales only once and use the results 

to compute the feature vectors for each test window. The latter calculation can be very time-

consuming as we must compute the vectors at each position and scale of the sliding window. A 

speed-up technique called integral histogram for such problems has been developed (see [3] for 

details).  

Instead of counting the sum of feature values inside a tile each time we need to create the feature 

vector, we can use a few easy operations after some preprocessing. Let f(x,y) be the value of a feature 

at a certain position of the image. We define the integral of f(x,y) as 
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When we calculate a feature’s sum inside the tile we can simply use the precalculated I(x,y) values 

at the corners of the tile. If the top left corner of the region is ),( 11 yx  and the bottom right corner is 

),( 22 yx  then the following equation gives the result: 

 )1,(),1()1,1(),(),,,( 122111222211 −−−−−−+= yxIyxIyxIyxIyxyxF . (2) 

It’s only an addition and two subtractions instead of a sum over the whole area. Figure 3 shows the 

areas involved in the calculation. 
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Figure 3: the integrals used to evaluate a tile 

V. Conclusion 

In this paper we presented a technique that can determine the approximate boundary box of the 

lungs. This information is a big help for ASM algorithms when the position or the size of the lungs 

are far from the average.  

In the future we plan to determine the optimal parameters of the algorithm and optimize it for 

GPUs. 
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